
CST FAQs           Nov 8, 2019 

By Physicians for Physicians 
 
Thanks to everyone who came out to the MSA meeting on Nov 6. Here are some key information points 
shared during the meeting plus answers to many of the questions asked. If you, a colleague, or a 
trainee are struggling as we go live, please reach out to us. 

-Your MSA CST Subcommittee 

Just the Basics . . . 
 

• Go-Live is Nov 16. SCM will enter a “Code Grey” downtime at 8pm on Nov 15 and become View 
Only. Delay non-essential orders and changes until the next morning. At around 6am on Nov 16, 
Cerner will be up and running. 

 

• Cutover will be happening starting Nov 15. If you are the MRP for an inpatient, you will be 
asked to sign off on a ‘chart template’ on the morning of Nov 15 (0700 – 1200). These are the 
orders which will be placed into Cerner before go live, to ensure continuity. Don’t worry, new 
orders placed after you sign the chart template will also be incorporated into Cerner. 

 

• Elbow supports are a mix of doctors and other clinical staff and CST/Cerner technical supports 
who will be flooding the hospital upon go-live and will stick around for at least four weeks. They 
will be wearing colour coded shirts – red for clinical support, green for technical support, and 
purple for FESR support. There will also be ‘rapid response’ teams of specialists so if your elbow 
support needs support, someone will be there quickly. 

 

• WOWs aka Workstations on Wheels aka ‘computers’ – there will be lots of these, including 
dedicated ones for nursing, physicians, allied health. 4-6 stationary workstations on most 
inpatient units plus at least 4 dedicated provider WOWs. Cleaning them so that they don’t 
become fomites will be everyone’s job.  

 

• After Nov 16, SCM and Old Charts in Chartscan will still be available in the same way as always 
(no remote access, unfortunately). No new information will be flowing in. If you are looking for 
a result and can’t find it in Cerner, check CareConnect. 

 

• Each department or division has a CST Physician Champion. They are your first point of contact 
for questions and issues, especially those related to your area’s specific workflows. If you’re not 
sure who your champion is, there is a full list posted at phcmedstaff.ca/cst 
 

• We can’t forget about our Residents and MSIs of course. It has been hard to track them all 
down, but serious efforts have been made to train the majority of residents and fellows before 
go-live. Some MSIs have rotated at LGH so will have had training. The remainder of the MSIs 
will be offered training the day of Nov 18 (morning and afternoon sessions available) - the 
schedule is being planned now. Moving forward, MSIs and residents rotating at SPH will be 
trained before their rotations begin. If you have a trainee who has not had training or have 
trainees upcoming who will require training, please contact PHC-CST@providencehealth.bc.ca 

https://www.phcmedstaff.ca/cst/
mailto:PHC-CST@providencehealth.bc.ca


A Little Bit More . . .  
 

• The MSA also is running a WhatsApp group which you can join by clicking here: bit.ly/32wBdrO. 
This is a great place to ask questions, share ideas and tips, and have a little fun at Cerner’s 
expense with your medical staff colleagues. 
 

• If you want to get your hands on the system before Nov 16, there is a Cerner Playground 
domain. Instructions to access it are on the USB key given out at skill sharpeners. If you need 
help, ask on the WhatsApp or contact your Physician Champion. 

 

• JIRA is the system that the CST project is using to log and track issues of all sizes. If you have a 
problem, ask an elbow support to log a JIRA ticket, including the label ‘PHC Physician Issue.’ This 
will allow the MSA to track and follow up on med staff issues. Also ask that the ticket include 
your name and contact info so you can find out what happens with your issue. If elbow support 
is not around, contact your physician champion or a CST subcommittee member – they should 
be able to direct your issue to someone who can log a ticket. 

 

• Front end speech recognition or FESR will be integrated into Cerner. Your M*Modal account 
and profile carry over from previous. If you created “commands” in Fluency Flex before Oct 15, 
they will be available in Fluency for Cerner.  “Templates” in Fluency Flex do not carry. Your 
personal phone is your microphone once you download the app. And yes, FESR will work with 
remote access.  Recently discovered issue: Fluency Flex isn’t working on the WOWs.  Fluency 
Flex will still be available on desktop and wall mount computers. 

 

• Remote Access is maybe the best part. Using Mobile Pass and Citrix, you will be able to access 
charts and place orders from anywhere just as if you were at work. All physicians have remote 
access privileges but you need to activate it – instructions were sent by email. If you need that 
email resent, contact safenet@phsa.ca or call the service desk (69333). You can drop by 
Conference Room 7 (0700 - 1830) and ask for the “Helpdesk to get remote access” for more 
help.  If you are looking to buy a new computer, there are no special requirements – anything 
with an internet connection will do. 

 

• Some Ambulatory and Residential Care areas aren’t going live on Nov 16. These are called 
Wave 2 and 3 areas. A few important things to know if you work in one of these areas: 

 
o Outside of residential care, no orders can be placed through SCM – all radiology and 

blood work orders need to be placed on paper and given to the patient or faxed to the 
appropriate area. 

o No new results will be viewable on SCM – results will be distributed through 
CareConnect and Excelleris. Results will also be viewable in Cerner. 

o Your dictations (done via FESR or the old fashioned way) will display in SCM and 
Careconnect 

 
 
 
 

https://bit.ly/32wBdrO
mailto:safenet@phsa.ca


Best for Last . . . 
 

• Food and coffee will be available all day in the Medical Staff lounges at SPH, MSJ, and HFH 
Rehab for the first weeks of go-live. Come hide out, get in some self-care, and debrief with 
friends. 

 

• If you’ve read this far, you are really interested in (or anxious about) CST/Cerner! Here are a 
few tips and tricks as you start to use the system: 

 
o Before placing an order, click on the Orders tab in the grey bar on the left of the screen. 

It’s super easy to see what has already been ordered so you don’t duplicate anything. If 
you want to discontinue an order, simply uncheck the box on that line, then click “Sign” 
at the bottom of the screen. 
 

o If you want to modify several orders at once, you can hold down “Shift” to select 
multiple orders, then modify details for all of them at once. 

 

• How long until this feels normal? Everyone is different, but most people at LGH felt 
comfortable after the first 3-6 months of using the system regularly. Hang in there! 

 


